ESPRIT MOSAIQUE
Un atelier en Provence
Valérie Nicoladzé
10 rue du compagnonnage 30133 LES ANGLES
www.espritmosaique.fr
espritmosaique@free.fr

Membre des Ateliers d’Art de France

MANDALA Mosaic workshop
Summer in Avignon , Provence
(Special festival hours)
July 25th to 28 th .
Join us for 4 days of intense creativity, interpreting this magical
and beautiful theme.
Spiritual and anti-stress, MANDALA has a real power of internal
healing.
By making it in mosaic, give it a new dimension, rich, decorative and
personal.
9:00-3 :00 pm : The special schedule will allow you to take advantage of
Avignon Festival, leaving you the end of the afternoon and evenings free to combine this
creative parenthesis with a cultural stay or just to enjoy the festive atmosphere of the city.
In a professional studio, bright and perfectly equipped, you will find yourself in a bubble
conducive to creation, and from simple and fun proposals, you will create a personal mandala,
This workshop, is not about technical learning but about expression and creativity.
Thanks to extremely various materials, offered in very different shapes (calissons, triangles,
square, pastillas, mini, etc.) requiring few cuts, you could stay focused on harmonies,
rhythms and patterns, giving all its strength and interest to this mosaic interpretation.
From many visual inspiration, everyone, will be guided to work with these rich and various
materials (colored enamels, metal, glass, cabochons, glass beads, mirror etc,) depending on
its level of competence and can imagine his design freely. All levels are welcome .
The mandalas, made on a wooden support of about 40cm in diameter
will be grouted on the last day with a colored grout
that will bring the final artistic touch.
Each student will leave with a very personal, decorative and unique creation.
Cost : 350 € / Information and registration:
espritmosaique@free.fr or +33 6 13 33 49 59
"Magical and antistress support, the mandala, is a tool of self-knowledge and a base
from meditation to spiritual development.
The colors gently balance the inner energies and the geometry, repetitive and organized, providing relaxation
and serenity, recreates the order within oneself, refocuses and releases the creative potential. "

